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Charles Stone Of Barbecue Dinner
Hickman Named To Be Served By
Yearbook Editor Catholic Church

1

in
tufa'

Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday, May 18, 1961

Charles Stone, 1958 graduate of
Fulton County High School has
been named to the editorship of
the University of Kentucky yearbook, the Kentuckian, for the
ft
school year 1961-62.
Stone is a junior at the university and has served on the annual
staff as associate editor this past
4I.
year. Other journalistic honors he
tat
has received at UK include his
recent election to Sigma Delta Chi,
Highland,. Lumber ('anoes')'a top flight brisling team son a hard professional journalism society on
fought game front the WEFT-News team in the ladles playoff Wed- the campus.
nesday afternoon Knocking 'ern doom left and right, the gals are also
He is also a member of Kappa
sitting that way. Front row. Annette Williams, Kelly Wade who was
substituting for Ruth Rudolph and Rose Green Rack row left to right: Sigma fraternity and serves that
group as secretary. _
Helen Taylor and Jewell Myatt.
During his high school career,
he served as editor of the Fulton
County annual, the Pilot, and also
was active in various other organizations. He was a member of
the Beta Club, a scholastic organization. and also serveral music
„groups including the band, chorus
and a cappella choir. He also served on the school newspaper staff.
Stone is the foss of Mrs. Helen
H. Stone of Hickman, and the late
Roscoe Stone.

Political candidates will have
an opportunity to make a last minute, personal appeal to the voters
on Saturday, Iday 20, (this Saturday) When fllit ladies of St. Edstage a big barbeward's Ch
n of the church on
cue le Ilho

1.40
1.40

1.70

awe

Quiet Campaign Sees Few Issues Raised
As Voters Prepare To Go Vote Tuesday
In what has been termed one of the quietest elections on record, Democrats will go to the polls on next
Tuesday to elect most county offices and, in Fulton and
Hickman counties, a State representative to serve a twoyear term in the General Assembly beginning next
January. While most candidates have concentrated their
efforts on the house-to-house, store-to-store type of campaigning, there seems to be no great enthusiasm for any
particular candidate in any of the county races.
Some interest is being shown, however, in the race
between Hoyt Barnett of Hickman in Fulton County and
Robert Lee Bolin, of Clinton in Hickman County for the
post of State representative from the two counties. J. B.
Kearby of Crutchfield is also a candidate in this race.

county keep the Office for at leaf
two terms, without oppositiol
from the other county. Joe Treat
of Fulton County, served only on
term.,

While Mr. Bolin Is a close friend
of Harry Lee Waterfield, it Is not
*fad
been
The
likely that the former lieutenantsponsored
ladies and brings
annually by
governor of Clinton will get into
together f
the representative's campaign.
s from the fivecounty area- Barbecue, potato
General apathy in the various
salad and other food will be sercounty races makes it difficult to
ved and tables will be placed
view a shoo-in"- in any of the
around the Hem for the conveniraces. Former sheriffs John Rose
ence of the Oasts
and Turney Davte and pitting
Delicitnis ham-made pies and
their political strength with Joe
cakes and soft drinks will be servCampbel of Cayce who is making
ed. The plate will be sold at $1.00
a vigorous race and gaining votes
for adults and fifty cents for chilin unforeseen parts of the county.
Barnett, a popular businessman during the Chandler-Waterfield
dren. The Popid-Cola caravan will
This appears to be a close one.
of Hickman and an enthusiastic Administration.
be there and music will be furUnpredictible is the race becivic leader of West Kentucky is
Neither Barnett nor Olin have
nished while the guests enjoy the
tween encumbent County Judge
campaigning for the post vacated raised any major issues in their
J. C. Bondurant and former counmeal.
by Joe Treas, who was appointed campaigns and both have indicatty court clerk C. N. (Clardie) Holacting postmaster at Fulton. Bar- ed that they favor continuation of
land as is the race between ennett has served on the Hickman the sales tax program as is. Barcumbent County Attorney James
City Council and knows his way nett Is seeking to be elected the
Amberg and Dee McNeil.
around political circles. Barnett's first representative from the City
opponent, is no neophyte in poli- of Hickman in 33 years. and unPresent sheriff Red Garrison
tics and campaigning. Mr. Bolin doubtedly will get heavy support has a formidable opponent in
has served in several positions of from that area on that basis. young Raymond Baker Minton,
public office, including sheriff of Moreover, it has been said that a who has been unable to do much
Hickman County, and held a re- gentleman's agreement exists be- personal campaigning because of
sponsible position in Frankfort tween the two counties that each surgery for an amputated arm.
Commencement exercises for
Minton said that he may be able
the eighth grade graduates of
to get out of the hospital in MemCayce Elementary School will be
phis to do some last minute camheld tonight (Thursday) at 7:30
paigning Meanwhile his wife and
p. m. at the school. The principal
w
four small children are blazing
speaker will be Rev. Warner Pafthe campaign trail for him.
The annual Hickman Woman's ford, pastor of the Cayce MethoThe magisterial races are proClub Plower Show will be held dist Church
ducing
some excitement in their
By J. 0. LEWIS
est them in the fine points of ofin the Library Club room on FriThe valedictory address will be
particular
areas, while the post
ficiating.
day. May 19, from 200 p. m to given by Miss Ann Adams and the
Every community has its outof
magistrate
in the first district
As
a
result of his efforts the
That's not a cry coming on to Rtrki Allen, front row. left, it's had 6.00 p. m. The theme for the show salutatory address will be present- standing citizens, noted because
awaits to be filed by Governor
that she sass the Highlands Limber teaspoty team boot another is "Sing it With Flowers" In ed by Miss Diane Binford.
he does not act talk and conduct Western Kentucky High School Combs due to the untimely death
strike. Playing hard all afternoon and winners of one of the three carrying out this theme, the arPrincipal Joe C. Ross will pre- himself as the normal citizen does. Conference soon became noted for
of C. D. "Spud" Edwards. Edgames played Wednesday at Jet Lanes are besides $hlrley. frost row. tistic division will consist of ar- sent diplomas to the following
For Fulton that person was Clar- its good, conscientious, fearless wards' name would not have apLola Jean Miller. and bare row left to right Barbara smith. Ann Hunt rangements using the Stephen students: Patsy
Owens. Joseph L. ence Maddox. afectionately called officialdom. Still "Cap", the perand Mary Louise firiasum- They played on the Wit I.-News mans
fectionist, was not satisfied. So in peared on the ballot since he was
Foster theme.
Atwill, A. B. Dement III, Donald "Cap" by friends.
1935 he was one of the leaders in unopposed.
Smith, Thomas R. Sheehan, Lade
It was my privilege to become establishing the WKC officials deIn the races for Tax CommisAll amateur growers may enter Scarbrough, David
Shelton, Wil- acquanited with
"Cap" in 1928, partment and desired that
exhibits in the show, but all the
the sioner and County Court Clerk the
lard Johnson., Gregory Leon
while he was coaching at Green- oonferenee operate like the SEC. experience and qualifications of
aMipilis awe be placed and regisBran.sford, &wily Ann Adams,
ville, Ky. I did not like him that
Commissioner Elmer Murchisoir
tered before 9:30 a m. on Friday.
"Cap" was president of the ofRita Diane Binford and Frankie
and Clerk Kathryn Lannom seen
day, because his ability to develop
Sweepstakes ribbons will be aficials' department for eight years.
K Pulley.
to have an edge over their op
a defense that could stop the best
warded the winners of the most
The time came in "Cap's" career
Other graduates are Danny
of offenses; and on that day he
ponents, who are nonethelesi
blue ribbons in both the Horticulwhen his legs and his heart would
Morefield, Larry Gardner, Annie
did what we of Owensboro High
making diligent campaigns.
tural and Artistic Divisions.
not carry him over the gridiron
B. Dodds, Nannie B. Dodds,
Election day is Tuesday, May 23.
School thought was impossible.
with the same surging power, so
Charles D. Jones, Glenna Bell,
His team stopped what I consider
he asked to be assigned to the less
Martha Cruce, Delores Crider.
WHITE INSTRUCTS CLASS
one of the greatest high school
strenuous position of field judge.
Rose Woodruff, Shirley Conner,.
Mrs. James White will be the in- Danny Lee Burns, John Robert half-backs that I have ever known,
Continued on Page Four
and
stopped him still.
structor in a new reading course Watts, Shelia Moss, Joyce Everett,
"Cap" Maddox seemed to be a
to be held at Carr next year. She Sandra Harrison. Mary J. Hutchiwill teach the course to eighth son. Sue Jean Sublett and Bobbyl gruff, tough, arrogant fellow on
that day. Later I found that these
grade students.
Bequette.
characteristics were an outer shell.
-- The
real "Cap" was a kind, gentle
T;l athtc
e zehm
tfu
elssma
tow
n,ard
even
his spao‘
rnv.
iouth Fulton Holds Commencement
ly and intimate friends that belied first impressions So faithful
was he towards his friends that he
would not stand silently by and
Fulton's new Drive-In thealre,
Forty-four South Fulton seniors making all "A's" and "B's" are Pahear them abused when they were the 'Marbro Drive-In", opens Ms
received their diplomas at the tricia Flowers, Betty Inman, Vicki
not present. If a kind remonstr- weekend on the Martin Hiway
And this is the trophy that will go to the Highlands Lumber com- annual Commencement on Friday. Stewart, Judy Stinnett, Barbara
pany's bowling team. It, a beaut Holding the trophy are Ethel Mc- May 12. Dean Paul Meek of UTMB Peeples, Diane Watkins, Nancy ance did not stop the abuse, he with "Swiss Family Robinson" as
was ready to protect the friend its first attraction.
Daniel. league secretary and Lois Jean Miller. league president (Ed's was the principal speaker.
Dame, Margie Hicks, and Jimmy physically.
When it came to a
The theatre is located at the
Note: Lob. Jean's sad look Is not occasioned by the lows. Photo use
Lowe, seniors; Judy Gatewood, demonstration
of physical force, site of the former South Fulton
Honor students for the gradtaken before the outcome. Other teams in the ilalst League are Pure
Kelly Reams, Marolyn Williamson, he was really
hard to handle.
Milk Comminy and Campbell's Plumbing Company
Drive-in about 1 1-2 miles south
uating class were Barbara Peeples
Anita Hyland, Janie Taylor, Glen"Cap," to my knowledge, be- of Fulton on US 45-E, and is now
and Vicki Stewart, valedictorians;
da Hastings, Ronnie Winston,
came an active football official in under new
Patricia Flowers,
management
salutatorian; Linda Rogers,
and
Thomas Connell, the late twenties. As such, he
dedi- ownership. The firm has been
and Rosemary Clark, Brenda RobBarbara Clark. and Mary Alice
cated himself to the purpose of taken over by the Martin Theerts and Diane Watkins.
Clark, juniors.
protecting the players. If he saw atres, a theatrical chain operatIn the final honor roll of the
Lynda Bailey, Joan Bondurant, a player in the act of losing con- ing first-class houses in Alabama.
year at the South Fulton school,
More than fifty entries have fifty seven students in the upper Wanda Batts, Judy Sizzle, Janet trol of himself, he would stop the Tennessee, Kentucky, Georgia
been received in the Tiny Tot Re- six grades were listed. Those Harris, Gene Hardy, Harold Arn- game, call the teams around him and Florida, and, according to its
vue to be held here in the twin- twelve students who had perfect old, Judy Maynard, Stephen Finch and caution them to play the new owners, will feature first,
cities on June 2. The place of the standings for the six weeks were: Joan Fuller. and Carrol Schrader, game according to the rules. He class films in this area.
revue has been changed to Carr Ken
Bowlin,
junior;
Jackie sophomors; Suzanne Rogers, Jan- was a referee par excellence. In
The local theatre will be manMrs. Barbara Drake and Sonny
The state has mailed 81.000 vet- Auditorium.
Graves, Carolyn Colley, Bonnie ice Smith, Brenda LeCornu, Max- the late twenties there were very aged by Mr. H. D. Gentry, longerans bonus cheeks averaging
ine
Lewis,
Suzy
Easterwood,
Di- few football officials of any quali- time associate with the chain, and Puckett hold map of Kentucky to
Weaks, Lou Ella Ray, Jo Marchildren
contestants
The
are
$322 per check
anne Clement, Fairra Finch, and ty in Western Kentucky. "Cap" will be open seven nights a week MOW State's great tourist potentiranging from two to six years of garet Powell. P. D. Blaylock, Paat Sonny was chairman of the
James Faulkner, freshmen.
State Treasurer Thelma I:Sto- age. There will
launched a campaign to get more beginning Friday.
be a King and trick Hyland, freshmen; Veva
totirist courtesy school.
vall said Monday 100.000 cAsecks Queen of each of the two divisions. Finch and Patrice Connell. eighth
Lynn Jetton. Charles Colley, and better trained officials oftenA feature of opening night this
will he In the mall by Wednesday, These winners will reign over graders; Linda Nanney and Diane Mariam Walker, - Marlyn Mills, times travelling many miles, at his weekend will be free orchids to
In spite of the rather small atclearing up a backlog processed Kid's Day at the Jaycee Fair in Mullins, seventh graders.
Brenda Bennett, Karen Frields, own expense, to meet with a the first 100 ladies, plus candy and tendance at the Tourist Courtesy
during the delay caused by litiga- August.
Continued on Page Four
group of young men and to inter- favors to all children.
Students on the Honor Roll
School held last week in the twintion.
cities, it has been considered a
SUCCC9S
by those who did attened
Mrs. Stovall urged callers to
it. It was sponsored by the
contact the Veterans Division if
Chamber of Commerce. the Twinthey have questions about their
Cities Development Association
bonus claims. She said her office
and
the Tilghman Trade School.
has no way of knowing the status
An we enter the hint
sections of the school; the nice pecially that Saturday when we
full week sure did out-yell those kids from
Those on the program included
of a particular claim.
long Christmas holidays when we slood out there in ten degree wea- Mrs. Mary Lusse
sehool for this year, we say the other side of State Line!!!
of
Nichols of the
The first bonus checks went out „
had parties and dances and every- ther and took donations from Department of
The seniors have vivid memtepee. it almost over at last!".
Tourist and Travel,
April 26.
one took it easy for two weeks— passing motorists.
but even though we are glad to ories of English clams and "Macwho spoke on "The Importance of
all of these were a part of this
Some-450.000 veterans of fotit finally get out, many of us, es- beth" Hut, come to think of it,
Another sweet memory for many the Tourist Dollar"; J. J. Schartz
memorable year.
wars, or their beneficiaries, are penally the senior., look back over the story got pretty good, especialof the girls was the arrival of the of Paducah whose topic was "Rethe past year and remember all ly when Macbeth started murderexpected to file claims,
Following vacation, everyone student teachers from Murray. tail Selling"; Mrs. Barbara Drake
of the good things we did and ing everybody in sight!! And
had to settle down and really More than one person developed of the Tilghman Trade Scho it
realize that they are gone and speaking of English clams everywork because the dreaded semes- a mad crush on one or more of the who was in charge of the school.
Conservation
the
remembers
one
will never happen again. (At legal
ter exams were facing us during new teachers!
Also on the program were Mornot exactly the same as they did themes that we had to write and
the third week of January. HowRemember the FHA Talent ris Boswell and Mrs. Dorothy
all of the last minute research and
thh year.)
ever, most of us passed through Show with Its zany commercials Lyl of Boswell's Restaurant in
We remember last tall, with its black coffee!
the exams with flying colors and and acts? And how about the Paducah and Mr. and Mrs. Mace
we could rest once more, or so we Kennel Banquet and the looks on Jett from the Fountain Motel in
Then came winter and with it,
Finis Usrey, former South Ful- football games, presidential campaigns,
and
magazine
that
sales
even more memories. The start of
thought We were just pushed the face, of Lynn and Hal when Paducah.
ton trucker and the convieted
wild,
wild
Halloween.
One
big
right
basketball
into another semester of they learned they had been given
the
Bulldog's
season
and
murderer of his wife, was taken
Locals on the program included
hard work. Research themes were the Citizenship Awards.
Mrs. J. C. Olive who spoke on
last week to the Tennessee State memory of fall is that of the South high regional rating from the
started and everyone scrambled
And of course who could forget "The Importance of Greeting peoPrison in Nashville to begin serv- Fulton-Fulton High football game. very beginning; the announcement
Even though our Big Brave Bull- that Jimmy Cheatham had not
through the library to eel a book the District Tournament at Hick- ple in a Friendly Courteous Maning a 30-year sentence.
dogs couldn't seem to get rolling only made the All-State First
to report on (usually the day be- man County High. We were so ner"; Carl Puckett Jr., whose subHis appeal to the Tennessee and were downed by the Devils. Team, hot also the All-Southern
fore the book reports were to be sure that our Bulldogs could win ject was "Knowing Your Town"
State Court last week was turned we can still have the satisfaction and All-American teams; The
and go on to regional and maybe and Mrs. Ward Bushart who talkgiven).
down 'and the sentence was af- of saying that the /PHs school banging and clanging of the workSeveral of us remember the even State. But our wonderful ed on "What Services I Expect at
firmed.
KAREN DUBLIN
spirit was at its highest and we men as they remodeled various
Continued on Page Four
three polio roadblocks and esa Service Station"

Edaw

The Losers

sot

Number 20

Flowers, Foster
To Feature Show
At Hickman

Cayce School To
Give Diplomas To
Eighth Graders

A Friend Who Knew and Loved Him
rites Of 'Cap' Maddox's Career

The Officers And Trophy

S
With 44 Class; Honor Students Named

81,000 Bonus
Checks Sent;
Average $322

New Drive-In
Movie To Open
This Week-End

More Than Fifty Have
Entered Tiny Tot Revue

Look Back,Remember The Goo d Things,A Parting Senior Says

Appeal Denied, Usrey
Begins Prison Term

Courtesy School
Reveals Value Of
Tourist Industry

The Fulton News, Thursday, May 18, 1961
THE COUNT DOWN!

FIELDS WINS AWARD

Remember, come see the seniors
Tommy Fields, who is a freshman at Memphis State Univer- launched into a brave new world!
sity, was recently awarded the This will come about at ComEagle Scout Badge, the highest mencement Exercises on Thursday, May 25, in Carr Auditorium.
award in scouting.

Register For Big Prizes During
Our 34 Anniversary Celebration
WIN AGO-KART THIS SATURDAY
(Sixth and final prize will be awarded Saturday)

The handsomest homes in town are painted
with

HANNA

Paints

Marty students are planning
Household furnishings used In
trips. One of the many is the one
the owners home are exempt;
however, household furnishings
planned by Carl Hurst, Jim Busmust be
used in rental e• '1),•••
hart and Mikey Calliharn. They
listed.
Many students live varied are going to go south for awhile.
,erty ideas of the way to spend their They are planning to go to Florida
Q. Should any or
be listed at this time?
summer vcations. Dortha Duke and en route they hope to stop off
A. Yes, Intangible preperty will go knocking on the door of and look over the campuses of
must also be listed for assessment Draughon's Business College on many Southern colleges.
during this period. The January June 12. Alice Jo Leggett, Judy
KENTUCKY'S COMMISSIONER OF REVENUE
Others plan to just loaf the
I value of the intangible property Copeland,. and Judy Wood.s will
go to bed at
Recently the Internal Revenue trict offices of the Department of must be listed, except in the ease spend eight weeks- in the Train- whole summer away,
Service and the Department of Revenue. The table is found on of cash on hand and cash in out ing School at Murray State Col- 12 and get up at 12. Just in time
Revenue jointly issued a table for Revenue Form 745. Use this nqm- of-state banks, which is listed at lege.
for dinner. Oh what a life this
form.
Its September 1. 1960 value.
estimating th amount of sales tax ber when requesting
Elaine Beggs and Karen Dublin would be.
Q What are some examples of are both going to work, Elaine at
deductible on federal and state inA rceent subject of Ws column
come tax forms. A few questions was the requirement that all per- Intangible personal property?
her beauty shop arid Karen at the
folin
subject
Go forward . . . dodge those
property
A Examples of intangible pro- Fulton County News and WFUL.
and answers on r
sona having taxable
low:
Kentucky list such property with perty are stocks, bonds, notes (se- Chan Covington Judy Moore, and sidewise skews. Advertise more
the county tax commissioners be- cured and unsecured,) accounts Ophelia Speight are looking over in The News.
Q. What is the sales tax cleducti- tween January I and March 1. receivable, cash, life insurance
the prospects of slimmer jobs.
bility table?
Questions and answers on this re- benefits and other credits.
They all want a little spending
A. The table is a chart estimat- quirement follow:
Q. How soon must the Kentucky money for next fall.
Feed Your Hogs
ing the amount of sales tax paid
Individual income tax return be
Barry Roper and Warren NanQ. When do you list real estate filed?
since June 30, 1060, by families
the
of
part
spend
to
ney both plan
of different sizes in various in- and tangible personal property
A. Ordinarily the return must
fathers at
with the county tax commissioner be filed no later than April 15. summer helping their
come brackets.
work. Mikey Calliham. Mike
for assessment?
However, since this date falls on
Walker, Jimmy Cheatham, Ladd
Q. Who may use the table?
A Completely Balanced
A. All real estate and tangible a Saturday this year. the filing
Jim Bushart all plan
A. Every Kentucky resident personal property, except ve- date is extended to April 17, Stokes, and
For Fast, EfficiRation
Plant
Ice
Fulton
the
at
work
to
who itemizes deductions on a cal- hicles, must be listed for state. 1961.
will
Newton
Gain
Lynn
bananas.
ent
icing
Inendar year 1960 Individual
It is to the taxpayer's advantage
county and schodl taxation beat the Park Terrace
come Tax Return (Revenue Form tween January I and March I. to file as early as possible. Sixty be working
Motel and Restaurant Bill Le740) may use the table.
the
of
value
per cent of the 1959 taxpapers reThe January 1, 1961
neave is going to run the linotype
Tilton, Ey.
must be Listed except in ceived refunds—so the earlier you
Q. Does the table take into ac- property
machine at the Fulton Daily Leadthe case of tobacco in storage, file the sooner the Department er
office.
count the three per cent tax on •
which is listed at its September 1, can mail the refund.
new car?
Avoid the April rush and file
1960 value.
A. No. The table does not reearly.
of
vemotor
list
residents
Q. When do you
flect any tax which
Q. Where can tax forms be obKentucky may have paid on a hicles?
tained?
A. It will not be necessary for
new automobile, a used car not
A. Tax forms were mailed to
LOYD IMMO,
previously licensed in Kentucky, motor vehicle owners to list their each 1959 tax filer. If You did not
.1k. Quarter Norm" MI breAter
the
aulaw
during
vehicles since the new
or gasoline purchased
oul Miser .iris.furter awes
receive your returns in the mail,
thorizes the county tax commis- a supply of forms can be found at
year.
Wm Sate thphisia, instrinw
at 00,006 sow Is east Taus, says,
sioners to list motor vehicles from local banks, the county court
Q. Can these taxes be deducted?' 1961 registration receipts. The tax
house or any Department of ReveA. Yes. They may be deducted commissioners will receive a copy
nue office. You may also write
separately in "Itemized Deduc- of the registration when you purfor forms directly to the Departtions" on page 2 of Revenue Form chase your 1961 license plate. The
ment of Revenue, Frankfort.
740assessment date for motor veQ Must the withholding stateQ. Can a tnxpayer deduct more hicles has been changed from ment be filed with the return?
1.
March
to
1
January
A. Before the Department can
than allowed by the table if he
00 Pros+
process any tax return it must
has receipts showing a greater
Q. What are some examples of have copy
VI Plat
"B" of your withholdtax?
sales
of
amount
tangible personal property?
11.55
ing statement. One copy "B" must
A. Yes. You may deduct any aA. Examples of tangible person_ be
attached for each job where
mount of sales tax that you paid al property that must be listed bewages,
subject
to
withholding,
during 1960. However, you may tween January 1 and March 1 are
MELLOW-MASH
were earned.
be asked to produce records to merchants. inventories and equipexceeds
it
if
support the deduction
ment, house trailers, tractors, farm
Dbtriet N. 1 - Paducah
the amount shown in the table.
machinery, and livestock. ManuBallard. Calloway, Carlisle, Critfacturers must list manufacturing tenden, Fulton, Graves.
The Greatest American Whiskey
Q. How can I get a table?
Hickman.
materials, goods
• ion l'-"f 114,1144.14,. n
A. The table is available on re- machinery, raw
t.nts.sz strewn
goods. Livingston, Marshall and Mcfinished
and
process
3111 0.3% '1, :3
Cracken.
quest at Frankfort and all the dis- in
111111U11161641111 It

Fulton Hi Students
Make Summer Plans

ANSWERS

TO YOUR TAX

QUESTIONS
BY WILLIAM E. SCENT

Ti
In
Spei
font
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St
Soo
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trail
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"Bo
plat

BROWDER'S
Suecial Hog Ration

Browder Milling Co.

SEE US FOR:
FERTTLIZERS

Ammonium Nitrate

FEED

IN 50-LB. BAGS

GARDEN SEED

Armour's Vertagreen

FIELD SEED

A• Cm BUTTS
—AND SONS—
East State Line

Fulton. Ky.

"THAT'S RIGHT,
NO BITE!"

Yellowstone

0

•

ELECT A YOUNG MAN
WHO WANTS TO

SECOND BIG WEEK!

ANNIVERSARY

SALE

DO SOMETHING
FOR

FULTON AND HICKMAN
COUNTIES

Rog

$1.99 Boys Black

DUNGAREES
Tennis Shoes
$1.39
$1.50 PR.

Non-skid rubber soles: heavy
quality black canvas: reinforced toe Sizes for little
gents. youths, boss .and men.

He has devoted much time and energy to working for projects to
which to live. He wants to stand up in the General Assembly and
speak proudly for the things that Fulton and Hickman Counties
need. Hoyt Barnett is energetic, has has vision and he will serve
YOU and look after YOUR interests in the State Legislature. Send
Hoyt Barnett to the Legislature and have him be YOUR spokesman
for the things that we need in Fulton and Hickman counties.

Sport Shirts
99c
Sanforize.' broadcloths and
saah 'n sear broadcloth. in
assorted stripes and checks
Guaranteed fast colors;
choice of rise.

Special! Save Now on Men's

Hoyt Barnett is a successful young businessman of Fulton County.
make our communities more prosperous and progressive places in

Western sts le An 10 ounce
'.o bite back Sanforized blue
denim. Bar tacked and riveted. Zipper fly front. Sizes
2 to 16.

It vs short sleeve

First Quality Underwear
F$
0

• Briefs

• Shorts

• T-Shirts

* Athletic Shirts

Choice of any 3 garments at this special
low price. Briefs and T-shirts in small.
medium and large sizes .. athletic
shirts in sizes 34 to 46 .

. shorts in

sizes 28 to 44

ELECT

HOYT BARNETT
STATE REPRESENTATIVE

Men's Reg. 75c

Argyle Socks
46c Pr.
2-ply combed cotton Hemphill argyles with nylon reinforced heel and tee. Good
Choice of colors In sizes 10
to 13.

Men's Wash 'n Wear

Boys' Wash 'n Wear

Summer Slacks College Pants
2 prs. $9
2 prs. $5
Regularlj priced at $4.97 a
pair. 55% Dacron' Polyeater
and 45% rayon fabric that
is guaranteed Washable . .
charcoal, navy and brown
Shea 28 to 42.

Wash 'n %%ear cotton aateen
. Sanforized for permanent fit Plain front sith tappared leg, finished with
cuffs. Sizes 8 to 18,

FROM FULTON AND HICKMAN COUNTIES
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Three Students Play
In Musical Program
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PATIO COVERS
AND CARPORTS
by the makers of
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TWIN CITY
Home Improvement Co.
Mats Si.

Fullest

Leaders Of Tomorrow

News From Our

Miss Sissan,Stokes, Miss Ophelia
Speight and Bob Anderson performed at the Evening of Music on
May 5 at the Woman's Club.
Susan sang "With Haste My
Song Would Be Flying" and "My
Lover Is A Fisherman". "Liebeiitraum" by Liszt was Ophelia's selection. Bob played a piano solo,
"Bouree in B Minor".
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Hereon
played a trumpet duo, -Concerto

Boys In The

SERVICE

PARRIS ISLAND—Marine Pvt
Clealie IL Evans Jr., We of Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Evans Sr. of
Route I. Fulton. Ky., completed
recruit training. Feb. 28, at the
Marine Corps Recruit Depot, Parris Island, S. C.
Relatives and friends of many
of the new Marines were on hand
to witness the graduation ceremonies.
The 12-week training schedule
Included drill, bayonet training,
Physical conditioning, parades and
ceremonies, and other military
subjects.
Three weeks were spent on the
rifle range where the recruits
fired the M-1 rifle and received
instruction in basic Mtrine infantry weapons.
This recruit training prepares
young Leathernecks for further
specialized infantry training at

Eight Years Old
Elegant In Taste
WALKER DELUXE
"flt four, not five, not
seven. but S YEARS
OLD SU-right Rourbon
Whiskey. 8 Years, 86.8
Proof.

Fifth .......
95.40
Pint
$340
% Pint
81.20

Hiram Walker • Sous, hie
Peoria. flUo

Leneave Elected
Senior President

STARLITE

FORT SILL, OKL.A--Army Pvt
George N. Chambers, whose wife,
Roberta, and parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Paul C. Chambers, live at
30ti Taylor St., Fulton, Ky., corn
plcted eight weeks of advanced
Individual training at The Artillery and Missile School, Fort Sill,
Okla., March 10.
Chambers receive] yarning in
the duties of a cannoneer with the
105-millimeter howitzer, a light
field artillery weapon.
The school, which has as its
motto, "skill is better than luck",
emphasizes leadership and the
practical applicatiori of field artillery tactics and techniques in
the employment of artille-y mortars, conventional cannon, free
rockets and guided missiles.
Chambers entered the Army last
October.
The 24-year-old soldier is a
1955 graduate of Miles High
School in Union City, Term., and •
1960 graduate of Bishop College
in Marshall, Tex. He was 'employed as a teaches' at Central
High School in Alamo, Tenn., before entering the Army

dent; Betty Bennett, secretaryPICTURES FINISHED
treasurer; Nancy Williamson, busThe long-awaited senior pia
iness manager; Nancy Trees and
Phyllis Crocker, public relations tures, were ready for the studentl
on April 5. The pictures done 133
officers.
Gardeners Studio here in. Fulton,
The Fulton High
'(firers
were made last fall.
have been elected for the school
Newton Is Second
year, 1981-82. Heading the senior
class will be Bill Leneave, presiLynn Newton, Fulton High senFulton-Union City Highway
dent; Wanda Cash, vice-President; ior, received the runner-up trophy
Joyce Owens, secretary-treasurer; and one dozen golf
balls at the
WED-THUR-FRI, MAY 17-19
Warren Nanney, business man- West Tennessee
Strawberry Fes(Starts at 910)
ager; Kay Morris and Ladd tival Open Golf
Tournament at
CONSPIRACY
OF HEARTS
Stokes, public relations officers. Humboldt on May 3.
Lynn, •
with Lilli Palmer
The Junior class officers include member of the FRS golf team,
(Also: starts at 7:25)
Stanley Jeffress, president; Don was beaten in a sudden-death
HELL BOUND
Burnette, vice-president; Martha play-off.
With John Russell
DeMyer, secretary-treasurer; Annie Lee Green, business manager;'
SATURDAY, MAY 20
Barry Roper and Sharrye Johnson,
(Starts at 9:00)
public relations officers.
FLAME OVER INDIA
Leading the sophomore class are
With Lauren Bacall
the following: Freddie Wells,
(Also: starts at 7:25)
Take the gamble out of the soy
president; Curtis Hancock, viceCRY BABY KILLER
bean crop; buy QUALITY Hood
president; Lynne Holloway, secWith Carolyn Mitchell
retary-treasurer; Teddy Barclay,
—Clark—Ogden beans at
SUN-MON-TUE., MAY 21-23
business manager; Ward Bushart
(Starts at 9:25)
and Judy Hoodenpyle, public reOPERATION I3CHMAN
These clam and club presidents are the future leaders of our
lations officers.
SOUTHERN STATES
"The man-hunt of the se-attic,'"
and later of our nation. Seated are Miss Scarlet Turner, preaideto
Finally, the brand-new freshecl
(Also: starts at 7:25)
Fulton Co-Operative
FHA; Bill Leneave, senior class and National Honor Society; Wanda man
class will have as its leaders,
Cash. Quill and Scroll. Standing are Freddie Wells, sophomore class;
HEROD THE GREAT
Central Avenue; South Fulton
the following: Andy Batts, presiAndy Rat* freak...a clam; Stanley Jetting, Junior clads.
With Edmund Purdum
dent; Joe Copeland, vice-presi-

BUY SOY BEANS

Camp Lejeuns, N. C.
WE-STERN PACIFIC — James
W. Williams, chief signalman,
USN, son of Mrs. Mary W. Williams of 104 Pearl Village, Fulton,
Ky., is serving aboard the radar
picket destroyer USS Highs*,
operating with the Seventh Fleet
in the Western Pacific.
In recent months, the Higtlee
has visited Hong Kong, the Philippines and Japan.
Army Private Herman L. Simmons, 18, the son of Mr and Mrs
Printes Simmons, of Route 4,
Hickman, was recently assigned to
the 34th Artillery in Germany.
Simmons, a cannoneer in the
artillery's Battery B, entered the
Army last November and completed his basic training at Fort Knox,
Kentucky.
Hickman High
He attianded
School.
Recruit Joe L. Bennett, the son
of Mr. and Mrs Raymond Bennett of Route 1, Water Valley, has
been assigned to Company C.
Tenth Battalion, Fifth Training
Regiment at Fort Jackson, South
Carolina for his eight weeks of
Basic Combat Training.
This is the first phase of six
months active duty training with
the U. S. Army and a part of the,
obligation he took on upon enlisting in the Army reserve.
Army Specialist Four Charles
M. Council, 20, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie F. Council. 104 Wellington, Hickman, Kentucky, recently participated with otherl
personel from the Eighth Infantry Division's Blst Artillery in
Operation Pogo, an exercise near
Pau, Trifle!.
Specialist Council, regularly
assigned as an assistant gunner in
the artillery's Battery A in
Mainz. Germany, entered the
Army in January 1959, and completed basic training at Fort
Chaffee, Arkansas. He arrived
°verses last February.
He is a graduate of Fulton
County High School

FREE RIDES TO THE POLLS
On Election Day, Tuesday, May 23

To The Voters Of Fulton County
With only a few days left before the May 23rd primary election. I am sure each of
you has already given serious consideration as to which candidate you feel would
best serve you and the public in general, and wiU in the next few days decide definitely for which candidate you will vote. I wish to take this means of again asking
for your consideration of my candidacy for re-election to the office of County Court
Clerk.
In asking for your support I would like for you to consider business relationships of
the public (which is you - each individual) in regard to the County Clerk's office:

At some time or another each of us has business in the County Clerk's office, whether it be thru Marriage License, Wills
or other Fiduciary Appointments; Hunting or Fishing License_which I have made available to you at my own expense in any locality wishing to handle them; or thru Deeds
and Mortgages, which are most _important. Our deeds are
permanent records and require careful and accurate handling. And whether we are borrowing or lending money, we
want to be protected thru mortgages - we want to feel that
our business is being handled efficiently and confidentially.
The business we have on public record is for anyone who so
desires to see and examine, but never discussed by the
Clerk's office with other people. Most of us are touched at one
time_ or another thru the Automobile Licensing department.
Thru the years the automobile licensing has become more
complicated, and with our new title law it will be more
important than ever to have a County Clerk with experience.
The above are some of the things I would like for you to think about in making
your decision on how you will vote. I had hoped to see every voter before election
day and am still trying to see as many as possible before the 23rd, but I have felt
you would rather I work at the job you elected me to do. I am taking these last few
days- hoping to see you, but am sure there will be some of you I will miss in my
rounds.
You will never know how very grateful and happy I am for all of you who have
called or sent word bx someone else that you are for me. It makes me feel very
humble that I have so many friends who care enough to do this.
Over the years I have never made any commitments to an individual or group, and
I hope you will disregard any statements to the contrary.

Call 2044, Hickman
Call 700, Fulton

If re-elected, I promise to give the same service to the public as we have
given in the past, and feel that it will be better since each year we know
better how to serve you.

Respectfully,

Kathryn R. Lannom
y.

SOUTH FULTCON—

PHONE 12

OPEN 6:45

FULTON
.*R1DAY & SATURDAY
DOUBLE FEATURE!

Feed Grain Deadline
Extended To June 1

"CAP" MADDOX—
Continua, from tag* One
No one has ever done so muchl
to improve officiating in Western'
The last date farmers in Ken- Kentucky. No official was ever , The following persons were
tucky may file a Feed Grain Pro- quite so dedicated to physical pro- patients in the Fulton Hospitals
did more on Wednesday morning
gram Application has been ex- tection of the players, or
tended through June 1, 1961, ac- to develop a higher degree of
FULTON HOSPITAL
cording to It. 0. Wilson, Chairman sportsmanship among them. Be
Costello
Troy . Churchwell,
was in his prime when the game
of the State ASC Committee.
needed him most and he spent Chambers. mra. Dave Lowe, Mrs.
Wilson said the reason the State himself for the game.
Robert Atwill: Mrs. Marvin SanCommittee extended the final date
ders and Mrs. Mike Fry all of
At last the Great Scorer called
for accepting applications is beFulton; Moss Green, South Fulcause the sign-up in the feed him home. And when the Great ton; Louis Burke, Fulton Route 3,
grain program is extremely heavy Scorer came to write against the Mrs. Herman Roberts, Robert
and they did not think all county name of 'Tap" Maddox He writes Johnson and Mrs. C. A. Patrick
offices would be able to accept not whether he won or lost, but all of Fulton Route 4; Mrs. Ed
the expected volume of applica- how he played the game.
Roberts and Bill Robey both of
"Cap" played it bard, severe
tions by the earlier date.
Water Valley; Mrs. John Wright,
and helpful. We all know that the
Water Valley Route 1; Mrs.
schools have lost one of their
Thomas Gibson, Mayfield Route
truest friends. To many, the
Goes Keep Growing
4; Janet Myatt, Moscow; Calvin
death of "Cap" Maddox is a perEvans, Union City;, Mrs. Marviri
sonal loss.
Burkett, Clinton %lute 1; J. J.
Cruce, Cayce; JohieHogan, Hickman.
=myrtle WalimAL
Cleo Peeples, Mrs. Vernon
Clarence "Cap" Maddox was Robey, Charles Batt'., all of Fulborn February 24, 1897 at State ton; Diane Palmer, Ellis HeathLine, Tenn., the son of the late colt and Jackie Olds all of South
Lee and Mattie Kimberlin Mad- Fulton; Mrs. Paul Howard, Fuldox. He has been an employe of ton Route 5; Blaine iMtchell, Fulthe Illinois Central Railroad for ton Route 2; Mrs. ,Paul Jones,
many years.
Crutchfield; Mrs. Wyrtie Terrell,
He WS/ a member of the B of Martin Route 3; Charles Hornsby,
RT, American Legion. Veterans of Dresden, Mrs. Eine King, Clinton
World War I. He attended school Route 4; Mrs. David Flemming,
at McFerrin College in Martin.
Union City.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
JONES HOSPITAL
Fannie Mae Cole Maddox; two
Mrs. Ida Craig, Mrs. Hardy Sanbrothers, Harry T. Maddox of ders, Isrona Boaz, Mrs. Carrie
Evansville, Ind., Robert Linn Estes and Mrs- Bobby Langston
Maddox of Toon, Tenn., Mrs. J. all of Fulton; Mrs. Bedford Inseck
M. Linn of Murray is an aunt. Martin Route 2; John Napier,
Jack and Tommy Maddox and Union City. Route 4.
Mrs. Sterling Bennett of Fulton,
Mrs. Joseph Hamilton and Mrs.
John Boaz of Memphis, Miss OD
Maddox and Mims Helen Maddox
Would You Like to Cut
of Nashville are all cousins.
Made by Farmers.
He was a member of the First
Your Culiivation Costs
For Farmers.
Methodist Church,
This Year?
Use Fertilizers That Give Funeral services were held at
You Qualify and Higher 3 p. m. Monday at Whitnel Fun- Then See Your Southern
eral Home chapel with Rev. J. L. Sta t es Co-Op for PreYields.
Leggett, pastor of the First MethEmergence Chemicals.
Plant Southern States
odist Church, officiating. Burial
Alanap-3 for Soy Beans.
was in Fairview Cemetery.
Active pallbearers were: Jack Atrazine 80-W for Corn.
Maddox, Tommy Maddox, Paul
Rarmex DL for Cotton.
—Double treated
Kendall, Bob Binford.
JamesAldrin Granules for ConGreen and T. J. Callison.
—High yielding

Betty Malray, and Linda Duncan,
eighth graders; Patricia Etheridge,
Paula Whitlock, Larry Sammons,
Brenda Archer, Sherry Brockwell, Brenda Clinard, Linda Collier, Nancy Cunningham, Carol
Dixon, and Teresa Pennington,
seventh graders.

HOSPITAL NEWS

House Speaker
To Be Speaker Al
Fulton County

The Fulton News, Tratesday,
speaker of U.S Kentucky House schools.
of Representative, will be the
principal speaker.

DI

Clarence Maddox

MIN MUMMA PICTURES

p.m.& OWN

SUOMI OF
8111111;001)
A OMNI MAI MOOLICTOA
=ORWit.lks*•••=11.

SUNDAY THRIU TUESDAY
Here's A Motion Picture Fee
The Whole Family in Enjoy.
Don't M.

-akr/ ;01
.
An

OPEN FORMULA
FERTILIZERS...

Mr. Farmer:

HYBRID CORN

—Double tested for germination
—Double guaranteed

Fulton
Baader* States
Cooperative
Phone 399
Fulton

Kentucky

_

trol

Youths Drown
Sunday In Pond
Two Palmersville youths were
drowned Sunday afternoon while
attempting to learn to swim in a
creek near their home.
The bodies of Russell Perry and
Larry Perry were found in eight
feet of water around 4 p. m. Their
clothing was lying on the nearby
bank. The boys were age 10 and
13.

of

Sweet

Wire

Worm

Potatoes

and
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SOUTHERN STATESFULTON
COOPERATIVE
Phone 399
Fulton, Kentucky
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ROBERT LEE BOLIN
REPRESENTATIVE For
Hickman and Fulton Counties
Elect the candidate who will represent you in the Kentucky General Assembly.
Elect the candidate whose qualifications, experience and platform assure you
that you will be properly represented in the state capitol. Ours is a representative government, and we must have as our representative a man who will work
and fight for our rights. It is essential that he have the tools to get the job done.
Consider and compare the qualifications, experience and platform on
Robert Lee Bolin seeks to represent you in Frankfort:

&CMOS

879.60,
Furniture
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COKE SEE!

The valedictory addrese will be
Don't forget to come to the zany
given by Miss Martha Ann CaldNight activities to be preThe Commencement Exercises well and the salutatory by Miss Class
sented by the Senior Class on
for the 1961 graduates of Fulton Sonia Faye Childers.
Tuesday. May 23, in Carr AudiCounty High School will be held
Others on the program will be orium.
on Friday, May 19, at the school TOM Johnson, principal and Robauditorium, Harry King Lowman, ert Summers, superintendent of
Work Together!
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Qualifications
Bachelor of Arts and Master of Arts Degrees from Colgate University.
Successful businessman in Clinton and farm operator in Hickman
County.

Experience
Six years teaching experience in Kentucky Colleges.
Eighteen years experience in state and county government in Kentucky.
Eight years as Hickman County Judge.
Two years as Hickman County Treasurer.
Four years as Hickman County Sheriff.
Four years as a Director in the State
Department of Conservation.

FRE

LA
LI(
C(
Dr

Real
CHAR
109 Wain

Platform

rarfri

Con vi
PH

more progressive public education program, with adequate
pay and pay increases for public school teachers, and the best in
struclion for our school children.
2. Unswerving opposition to any cuts in existing appropriations for
public education.
3. Amendment of the present state egg law to make it possible for
Kentucky Farmers and farm wives to sell the products of their
flocks to our merchants, both large and small.
4. An adequate welfare program for our elder citizens, and continued improvements in our state hospitals.
5. A comprehensive road program for the entire state to insure that
Hickman and Fulton Counties receive their fair share of road
funds collected in taxes they are now paying, but for which they
now do not receive a fmir return in roads and road repairs.
1. A

—The ye:
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Vote For Robert Lee Bolin
For Representative
AMERICA'S

PREMIUM QUALITY BEER

Let his

Qualifications, His

Put

MEYER DISTRIBUTING COMPANY
123 N. 10th Street

PADUCAH. KY.

Experience, and His Platform Serve You.

A Man in Frankfort Who Will Represent You!

paid for by friends of Robert Lee Bolin who believe he is the
best qualified candidate in the race for representative through education, experience and a progressive platform of service.

This advertisement

Scott'
Phone
NITEs

40'
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POLITICAL
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REAL NICE Hotpoint refrigerator
$84.95 at Wade's Used Furniture
The News ls authorized to anStore, 217 Main Street. Phone
nounce the candidacy of the fol478.
lowing for public office subject to
FRIGIDAIRE used electric range; the Democratic Primary Tuesday,
May 23, 1961:
clean, good
condition, 90-day
guarantee. $89.50; easy terms.
FOR COUNTY JUDGE
Exchange Furniture Company.
C. N. Holland
John C. Bondurant
MAN WANTED to supply Rawleigh Products to consumers in
FOR SHERIFF
Fulton Co or City of Fulton. Good
time to start. Write
Joe Campbell
Rawieigh,
liept. KYE-1071-28, Freeport, Ill.
Tierney Davie
Or See: BM Johnson Box 332,
Joke Itime
Russell Springs, Ky.
For State Representative
TV REPAIR: all makes and models
Hoyt Barnett
Skilled personnel, prompt service,
Robert Lee Bolin
factory-trained
Jennings Bryan Kerby
technicians for
black-and-white and color. "Service is our business" Merryman
For County Attorney
and Fry
Appliances, 215 Main
James Amber,
Street, Phone 126.
Dee McNeill
G-Z RANGE, used clean. $54.50; For
easy terms
Exchange Furniture
Company.
A4 TON EMERSON a.r conditioner, slightly used at Wade's Used
Furniture Store,'Trade with Wade
and Save." 217. Main St Phone
478.

County

Court Clerk
Dee Langford
Kathryn LIMLIMOM
Mrs. Scott (Billie) DeMyer

For

OFFICE machines cleaned, repaired, overhauled; new typewriters
and adding machines in stock.
Mimeo paper, adding machine and
cash register paper; general supplies. Call 503 for prompt service.
Wade Office Machines, 206 Main
Street.

M

Raymond Minton
E (Red) Garriena
Roland Harriman

FOR

MAGISTRATE

(District Number 2)
Hebert Wilkins
Harold Hampton
Ray Moms

Boaz & Robbins

RENT - - - -

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE

FURN.

Phone 103

CO.

Fulton. Ky.

TV Antennas: quick and efficient
in,tallation
service; all types.
Merryman and Fry Appliances,
phone 126, Fulton.
1-1(TTPOIN't umeo electric range,
push button switches; clean, perfect condition, 90-day guarantee
$135.00,
any terno. Exchange
Furniture Company.

STEAK SALE!
7

ONE HIGH QUALITY—NO CONFUSION—ONE PRICE AS ADVERT
ISED
Porterhouse or T-Bone
Sirloin or Cube
Center Cut Round
Or

Boneless
Swiss

lb.

Lb.

Easy To Make Sea Food
Dishes At A Big Saving

lb 89c Sirloin Strip or Delmonico Steaks lb. 1.69

Canned Ham('21;)8 4" SMOKED PICNICS 39c
CAP'N JOHN FRIED
Lb. FISH
STICKS
Meat Loaf
.kin,...
L.59° wener
i
s
494 Heat
Super Right Lomb Sole!
N-Eat
Pkgs.
I
Whole Legs
65c Slab Bacon
45°
Shoulder Roast. ( t ).. 39c ChickensU,
27° Haddock 2:1 1:195°
Breast Son. in
lb. 10c
0
Chops( Lb. 99c)tubt
89c B
Fillets
Lamb Patties
59c
,0_0..si00
69; Stew
Hams
I
a
Lb

Pre-Ground

10-O..
$
3 100

Pork-Seef-V•al

Regular
or King Sloe

Super Right
Whole or
End Cut .... Lb.

lb.

Cap'n John Dinners

S Gov't. Cut Whole
Inspected
Up
Fryers .. Lb. 211n Lb.
ei

S
T'
SP
I:kr SRlilgched
RIndless

acon

Lean

lb.

1-Lb. 111,0
Pkg. ,J'

.
C
12 Tnotry
113 .
L.b...
( Whole
Or Butt)
Lb
Half

Corn 6-39' Dill Pickle!,

Cans

39c Metrecal

Yellow

1-Lb, Ctn, 69c

Cap'n John Oyster

°*"mg•aeorice "er.
JUST REDUCED!

MOUNT KOSHER STYLE

Sweet

BUTTER Sunnyfield

Cap'n John Pan-Ready Perch

Lb. 79,

& Pkg.

6

Closeout Prices
discontinued

colon

or

REM - TONE and

Super Right 3

Luncheon

12os
Cans

Bremner*

_

Far

f SR.
I $1 Mr

Chocolate
A&P

Fneah
T•nder
Florld•

Grapefruit

Can

204400-T7

Lb'

42
as1/ P
4-aRckri
s 00
s i

Waldorf

• •

L•rge

Gra
"• - •'

REM - GLO ENAMEL

Across r'rom

EXCHANGE

Drive-In-Service
Package Ice

While quamtities teat

FURNITURE

COMPANY

Phone 33

Deans

In Ctn,

BottIera42r0

har

4/. ol

Ann Page

IL,U1

1109 Walnut

For The

Phone 61

BEST

rarm Loans

ASP'. OWN PURE VEGETABLE SHORTENING

ASP', OWN PURE VEGETABLE OIL

Rs/ slfa

NEWT

MOVE VITTHOUT

CALLING COLLECT

Lb.

Danish Nut
Ring PCI4A9LIV

Made with 100% Corn Oil
1-Lb. 33
0

TRY IT... LOVE IT
OR WE'LL GIVE YOU
DOUBLE YOUR MONEY BACK
if for any reason you •re not satisfied returs
Package for double your money back refund,

Lemon Pie
Parker .( Sans
Pi ""'
16o
Ea 3
_ 9C
_
Giant Jelly Roll
Ea. 59c
Made
LC lr
White Breau Buttermilk
Wittiest%r
L Lyes.
.JJ 0

Dole Pineapple Sliced
Fruit Cocktail Dole
Giant
Large Tender
Peas Green

Nlblets Golden
Whole Kernel

37c Corn
25c Mexicorn Nibiets
17-oz
Can 21c
Beans Green
Giant Cut
Can-

3 950
Margarine
390
Zest Soap...2Bars 410
Biscuits P-burY 6 490
Mr. Clean...ram...28-0z.690

... Lb,

29c
67c

1,4-Ga1.00C

211:7:37c
19c
2
39c

ati-Oz.

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE

Cane

mann'.

Corn Oil .

Lb.

Catalina
35c Casino
Etne 33c
French
39c Italian
Erc:fie 35c
Miracle or French itoM. 27c Oil &Vinegar —
35c

Bath

CHapel 7-1833
buy it at
MAYFIELD. KY.

GILLUM
TRANSFER CO.

EXCHANGE

or Ballard's

Furniture Company

(lessor
ILO. Bel
no

niannammar" mmiummicrommanammeriir

FLOWERS
For Every Occasion
greeting

Cheese Slices
Add. Zest
Blue Cheese To
Salads
ManeM
Ice Crearr_Ail
i Flavors

KRAFT LIQUID DRESSINGS

and

555 FULTON, KY.

HALLMARK

LONGHORN STYLE MILD

PAGE

JANE PARKER

Flelch-

DON'T

ANN

Ct

SAVE 110 ON 2 LOAVES

Conventional L,oans
FHA Loans
—The very best selection of real
estate for sale at all times

al 1-Lb. L90

Strawberry& Jars

W
e:lite/louse

SAVE 10c

When It.
Real Estate in Fulton
—
—
CHARLES W.BURROW

ag
la:
,
;5

Pkga Ant

Facial

Car l

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE
Coca-Cola Plant

149
Cane

Meat
°'
SLIM Pork & Beans
.....
Grapert4P.
::,. 6 350 Pies
12Z..39° Flour 8,":.7:
1 39
Juice
'
1 10° Scotties
Pole Beans
19( Tiss
ue
Dog Fooda.".12:
1.%
- 89°
__
4
Peppers
250 Aspirin..
Preserves
DresSi*npeanuttlalad
43° OurOwn Tea
89°
Cantaloupes:7.a . . 39( Butt
milk
er
7, 55(
6'1=79°
Tomatoes ::::. .190
3
C dexola z 310
5(h
Potatoes 10 `-Bb. . 690 dexo
THEY'LL ALL WANT SECONDS!
Margarine
Cheese( Midget
) 53c
Lh

PARKING !

James L. Clark, Minister of
DON'T FORGET!
Music at the First Baptist Church
Don't
forget to attend the BAC will render a vocal solo. The
Scripture for the evening will be oalaureate Services to be held ii
Carr
Auditorium, May 21, 1961.
read by Rev. J. L. Leggett,
Pastor

g

on
FREE

Church.
processional and the recesaional.
Reverend Truett Miller, pastor of
Bro. Oakley Woodside will de
the First Baptist Church, will give liver the Baccalaureate Sermon.
the invocation and the benediction.

SUPER RIGHT FULLY MATURED GRAIN FED BEEF

Boneless Rump Roast

JAILER

Woodside To Render Page 6
The Fulton News,
Thursday, May 18, 1961
Baccalaureate Sermon Mrs. M.'W. Hawes will play the of the First Methodist

USK) Frigidaire refrigerator with
This year the Bacealureate SerThe Edwards Store, Mayfield.
freezer across top. 90-day guaranWipe will be held at Carr Auditortee. $89.50; easy terms. Exchange
ium on May 21, 1961, at 8:00 p. m.
Furniture Company.
BARGAINS in Gas Ranges
at MAYTAG
WA10111113, standara
NEW 9xI2 linoleum rugs—a few Wade's Used Furniture Store.
and auteenatic medets, 1120111
"Trade with Wade arid Save." 217
left at $5.69. Exchange Furniture
and up. Saks asd service.
Main St. Phone 478.
Company, Phone $5.
Bennett rectrie, vomit 301.

Commissioner
John erne@
Elmer Murchimon

FOR

5

WORK SHOES and BOOTS designed for your kind of work,
whether the farm, filling station,
factory, hiking or hi-linemen. Buy
for the use intended.

Tax

PHILCO refrigerator, used; freezer WM*, top, 90-day guarantee.
$79.50, easy
terms- Exchange
FOR SALE: Modern 3I-foot allFurniture Company.
aluminum house trailer, $12000
HOME FURNISHINGS. 17, Hot- Call
Lynn /lemon, Columbus, Ky;
point deep freeze like new. Real
phone Orchard 7-2701Bargain at Wade's Used Furniture
Store Trade with Wade and Save. WALLPAPER spe•-••.-..., 25c roll and
up at Exchange Furniture Com217 Main St Phone 478.
pany, Fulton.
_
VINYL LATEX paint for sheetrock and wallpaper, $4.45 gallon
Pointing and paperhanging at Exchange Furniture Company,
Fulton
contractors
Pm Rama. Tim sanding machine and electric floor polisher and electric vacuum cleanVisit our store at
ers. Exchange Furniture Cn,
316 Commercial Ave
TV ANTENnetn
we install—
Benj Moore Paints
trade--repair am! move. Get
our prices. We service all makes
Wallpaper
TV. Phone 307 Roper Television
Phone 1610

WE

MAKE YOUR OWN signs) Decal
letters and numbers, all sizes from
Vi" to 1" for boat licenses and
names. Baldridge's, Fulton.

Car&

RETEX "Personalised"
Stationery

Scott's Floral Shoppe
Phone 204
Felten
RITES and SUNDAYS' PHONE
20-R or 247

ROBIN HOOD

TROUBLE?
We can't keep you out of it,
but with one of our LowCost, three
payment
plan
AUTOMOBILE POLICIES.
We can be at your side
Immediately.
Our Adjuster Carries His
Cheek Book!
Wick Smith Agency
24 Hour Service
Phone 62 — Nights 10

Flour
PLA/N
is SELF Rik
3-Lb.
54t -Lb.
55c
10-1.b.
1.03 10-Lb.
1.03
Rising
25-Lb. Bag ...$2.09
Self

Gans

But.

Faultless
Starch

?Mt GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA
COMPANY, INC.

rood Stores
MaIRICA'S DIPINDA8lt MOD 14100010 SiNtt
ISS9

Purex
uoUlD BLEACH

12-0s.

2 p...29°

na• 19$ tsirGel

37(

SWANS DOWN

Reynolds Wrap

Cake Mixes

HOUSEHOLD FOil

1,

25-Ft. 1
Roll ea

White
Yellow
Devils Food
-

Kleenex
Towels

2Z38'
Ole Off Deal)

Kleenex
Napkins

2

49°

Prie's In
This Ad
Effective
Thru Sat.
May 20

Kotex
aft:------i-ii—rsilie
vit
'

Box

47

-• ----

Ferns

Kleenex

FEMININE NAPKINS

CLEANSING TUSSUES

REGULAR

2 P.,(7.• 79°

20-oz. ,5
0

2P... 87•
kgs.

.,

2 Pkgs. of 200 .. . 29c
2 Pkgs. of 400 ... 53c
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'61 Gr-r-rowl Makes
Varied Improvemenis

The Fulton News, Thursday, May 18, 1961

Vocation Courses
Planned for Year
September,
next
Beginning
twelve men and women of various
vocations will participate in the
vocational course which will last
for twelve weeks. On Wednesday,
September 27, the twelve will
start the course by giving a brief
summary of their work to an assembly program.
Later in the school year, one of
the group will give a talk on his
vocation on each first and fourth
Wednesday from October through
April. He or she will also conduct
a question and answer session
with the student body.
The program is designed to give

guidance and direction to the students in their vocational choices.
In using the local resource group
as counselors, it is hoped to gain
a better understanding between
the school and the ....immunity.

The 1961 Gr-r-rowl is making
some changes this year, There is
a page devoted to the school's
new additions and a page containing pictures of those who won the
citizenship awards.
This year's annual also features
a senior directory which contains
information on the achievements
of each senior during his high
school career.

This program has been used before at FHS, but never in as broad
and concise a way.

Board Hires Teacher
The Fulton City School Board
has obtained a new faculty member for Fulton High next year.
He is Mr. Snider, a native of Lexington, Tennessee, and a graduate
of the University of Tennessee. He
will head the math and science
departments.
Clean Up, Fix Up

Seniors Score High
Mike Walker, Bobby Joe Hancock and Tommy Carney had
scores of 97 percent, 98 percent
and 99 percent respectively, on
this years American College Testing Program exams. The three
took the tests on March 18 at Murray State College.
The test, given as an entrance
exam at many colleges, was composed of forty-five minute exams
in English math, natural science
and sixiul sconce- The testing
lasted from 8:30 a. in. to 11:30
a. in.

The date of the arrival of the
annual is not known at the present time, although it is expected
SMART GUT!
Bert Omaha barn to come in during June. A "Coke
CLEAN GAMIN CAMPAIGN LAUNCHED—Goy.
Who was the
Martin:
Miss
be
Promotion
will
party
ng"
Sanitation
and
Autographi
aa
1961
Grain
signed•proclamation designating
of grain held at that time.
smartest inventor,"
Year In Looilisslq. All farmers, processors, and distributors
promoting
is
°separate
to
are
asked
grain
or food products made from
are (from left)
Terry Beadles: "Thomas Edison.
With all these improveinen.ts
this prograra. At a conference in the Goversor's °Mee Gordon Ohms.
and additions to the 1961 Gr-r- He invented the phonograph so
Shirley Phillips, U. K. Oollege of Agriculture, Lexington;
aseenitee
John Roes,
could sit up all night
State A. S. C. Nike, Lexington, Governor Omaha;
Sew& rowl it should be the best one that people
secretary, Kentucky Parm Bureau Federation; and likasmost
and use his electric light bulbs."
ever had at Fulton High.
champ,ossamissioner of agriculture.

Corn And Sorghum
Sign-up Ends May 22
Corn and grain sorgnurn glowers have until May 22, 1961, tol
sign up under the 1961 feed grain
Bard, County
program, Hoy
ASC Chairman, said this week.
lie reported that many farmers
have visited the county office
since the program was announced
to obtain furthcr infortnation- Interest has been general throughout the area and farmers usually
have filed an applicaUon at that
time to take part in the program.

III
activi
arour
iSiS ny

wortt
On,
dub.
liorne
FHA
der U
Mrs.

Some farmers have indicated an
interest in the program, but they
have not yet followed through.
Such producers are urged to get
In touch with the County ASC offices as soon as possible, but not
later than the May 22, 1961 deadline.

WEEK-END
Hear The Full And Complete
Over WFUL AM -FM
ELECTION RETURNS
TUESDAY NITE, MAY 23

SPECIALS
SUPER FORM STRAPLESS BRA
Padded, Pr•-shaped Cups, Elastic Gore,
Embroidered
Cotton. Sixes
A Cup 32 -34
B Cup 32-30

Rog. $1.00

POLYURETHANE MATTRESS PAD

$122

Foarn Pad, Poly
Bagg•cl. M•ket
Sle•ping A
Pleasur•. Full
Bed Sin. 0th.,
Uses. Be•ch or

If Perfect Reg. $1.98

Child's Fancy Panty
Non Rua Tricot of
Celanese Acetate.
Reinforced Crotch.
Rushing on Legs.
Ant. Colors, Sixes
2 to 12.

Pkg..
of 4
Reg. $1.00 Pkg.

7 PC. SWEDISH MODERN SALAD SET

$ 44

Reautifully Gift Boxed. Larg• Serving Bowl
4 Salad look, Fork & Spoon. Break Resist•nt
Plastic. Two Tons. Double WaV construction.
High
Style
CoMet.

Rog. ;3.98

For Decoration Days!
SELECT
from our Choice CLADS, $1 Dozen
Artificial Wreaths Cemetery Vases

IN

RAYON ACETATE

PMICOAT & PANTY

514

MATCHING SET
Be•utifully Trimm•d in
Nylon Embroidered
Panel. Asst. Colors.
Size S - M • L

Hickman County

Fulton County

ME

Graves County

;1.49 Wu*

SPRING CLOTHES PINS

6Per

,y4Full Strength

American Made

Card

BALDRIDGE'S
5 - 10 - 25c STORE

you
beca
Plea:

sons
I fee]
ed w
tach4
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Corporation stocks, this grain beHere's a rule for buying Um'
comes available for market and women
usually remember what
farm USW and will compete with
other feed grain on the market, he buying hose but men forget whet
buying socks—yet it is importer
explains.
in both cases. eurcnase two pair,
The non-cooperator gets only of the same
color; then when on
the market price, whatever it may wears out, you'll
still have an un
be.
damaged pair, points out Mr
Rachel Wallace, UK Extensio
specialist in clothing.

Clubs Sponsor Successful Projects;
Look Forward To Progressive Year
ITS looking back over the year's
activities of the various clubs
around Fulton High, one may find
many interesting endeavors and
worthwhile achievements.
•
One of the moat outstarftling
clubs at Fulton'High is the Future
flomemakers of America. The
FHA has accomplished much under the direction of their advisor.
Mrs. Gilbert peMyer.

cheated an
but they
through.
d to get
y Arse ofbut not
1961 deed-

Just before mid-tenn, the memtiers sponsored a Christmas tree
for the needy. Students brought
canned gore's; and placed it under
the tree which was In study hall
I.atcr three girls took the food and
distributed it to the needy (amt.
lies of the city.
The club also sponsored a very
successful talent show. Admission
was five cents each arid all the
proceeds went into a scholarship
fund. The group launched a successtul drive for UNESCO, a United Nations organization, to aid
the libraries in Thailand. More recently the girls have had candy
sales, the initiation of new members, open house and the installation of new officers.

KENTUCKY A-H DELEGATES IN WASHINGT014--Kentucky's four delegates to the recent

The members of the 4-H club
were also a hard working group.
At County Rally Day, several students won honors. Judy Hoodenpyle received a blue ribbon on her
skirt and blouse: Rita Thompson
was awarded a blue ribbon with
her coat and dress (she also captured the county championship
with this outfit); Sheri Elliott got
• blue ribbon on her fruit salad
demonstration and was also the
county champion on demonstration.

Notional 4-H Club Conference in Washington, D. C., ore shown talking with U. S. Senator Thruston B. Morton during their Capitol Hill visit to the offices of the Kentucky
Senator. Pictured with Senator Morton, fourth from left, are Miss Anita Lester, Mercer
County; Miss Donna Grogan, Calloway County; Phillip Kay Blevins, Wayne County,
and BiNy Smothers, Both County, who represented Kentucky, and their chaperones, Miss
Helen Wesley and Mr. G. J. McKenney, district 4-H field agents with the University of
Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service.

Sheri and Rita both earned blue
ribbons for the cherry pies which
they baked. They will represent
Fulton High School at the State
4-H.Week. Rita will represent Fulton County in th style show.
The Quill and Scroll, national
journalistic fraternity, chose as its
project this year, the studying and
development of the different tests
that can be taken to earn college
scholarships. This included the
place and time they were to be
taken, the type of test and other
characteristics. Each person was
[Well a certain test on which he
was to report. The result of this
research was written and published m'the KENNEL so that the underclassmen could avail themselves of this information.

With JIM PRYOR
Ilnplasbarul Ageon, EWA% Cabbni

ROBLEM OF
THE
REFORESTRATION
Kentucky forests cover approximately 48 percent of the total
area. This timber gives runtime
employment to over 20,000 people
slid well over 100,000 receive part
time work in wood processing.
Today's major problem is keeping
our woodland In desirable species
and to replant old eroded land
to trees. We say reforestation because at one time roost of our betThe Quill and Scroll has also
ter farm land was in timber, much
been active in promoting journaof which Mould have never been
listic interest. The members were

cleared.

It•ruoilente
Cae011(01111110111111

.

of seedling the same rules apply
also to machine work. The only
difference being that the trench
is the same depth at the end of
the day as it was in the early
morning. This is not always true
with hand planting and that is
why survival is better most of the
time with machine planting. With
the growth interest in pine for
pulpwood we should be planting
more hills to trees instead of letting it float down the Mississippi
River.

BURNING FIELDS DANGEROUS
AND DESTRUCTIVE
The burning of fields in the
spring before plowing has been
a common practice for many sea50113 for some people. It also has
left some scars that will never
heal, and turned into ash valuable
organic matter and humus.
Lets look into the why of not
burning grass and weeds. First of
all it is very dangerous if the fire
were to get out of hand. Only last
week in our neighboring state of
Illinois a man was doing his spring
burning and when it was all over
he had burned well over 90 acres.
Had it not been for five towers
and Fire Wardens the loss would
have been great. Next lets see just
what we accomplish in burning.
The weeds aren't killed, in fact
fire seems to scarify weed seed
and make them produce more
abundantly. Vegetation is the only
method nature has of conservation
of the soil, and rebuilding valuable
topsoil. When we burn a field we
not only destroy the cover that
could be turned under for added
fertility but a very hot fire also
burns the organic matter and
humus in the top inch or two of
the soil. You can see just how
much an innocent little fire can
cost you in dollars and cents.
If you just have to burn a field
take a few simple precautions.
First pick a day that the weather
man says will NOT be windy.
Next notify your fire warden, if
you have one in your area and if
you have a water truck near by ,
make sure he can be ready on
quick notice. Most important of all
have plenty of help, because here
is where the fires always takes
charge, when you are alone. When
a fire does get out of control, by
all means summons help and keep
cool, (don't get excited, it would
be hard to keep cool fighting a
fire).
Here is a rule of thumb on start-

in charge of and helped sponsor
Now comes the method of plantthe KENNEL banquet on Februing and down through the years
ary 23.
this has been the main reason for
limited planting. It is still a major
operation to plant trees by land.
Hand planting is still effective,
but survival is often low where
experienced
planters
haven't
demonstrated how the job should
be done. This article is not the
Place fur a tree planing demonstration by hand, but I will give
you a few pointers that may help.
The major cause of the mortality
of trees is the planter not having
a deep enough trench for the tree
root or dry weather after planting.
Now we can't do anything about
the weather but we should correct
the planting depth as well as the
care of seedlings before and during ;denting. When you receive
trees fur your turns and cannot
plant within three days trench
ttalle out and
wet the ground
around the roots. There are directions us the package and they
should be followed. For temporary
sewage use a cool dry place and
'set the roots of tile seedlings only:
IS lieu planting tune comes around
tee very sure and NOT LET THE
ituisrs utti. Once the root tours
ury, the tree is dead. Try to always plant hum water II possible,
Keeping the toots damp until they
are slipped Into the ground. Pack
the soil firmly around Use tree. 11
die root of the tree is too long for
the wanting tout just cut oft the
ss tit ..t.
'suntan
two or three mama. 11 the
•••• ••••
root is turned wick or J'a as we
:11 tal 1:
say in planting terms, It will We iu
.ree•••••
1:4117.*
4%
.#
a year or 2.
To help correct some of the
•"*
r
12. 44"
al •
•••••
planting ills and assist farmers lii Ii
•-.
••• • •••
•
planting, the Illinois Central built
a light weight planting maclune
in
1946. It plants an average of 1000
trees per hour and is easily pulled
with a three point hitch tractor.
The two man crew can plant in
one hour what it would take all
day to plant by hand, and chances
are do a much better job. In care

c,tligmnor

I.

ing fires. Never start a fire you
cannot put out on the second or
third blow (taking a deep breath
of course).
The producer who does not cooperate in the 1961 Feed Grain
Program misses many benefits,
Roy Bard, Chairman of the Fulton County ASC Committee emphasized this week.
He points out that the non-cooperator will not be eligible for
price supports on corn, grain,
sorghums, oats, barley or rye this
year. And this could be a pretty
important factor considering the
present abundance of feed grains,
Mr. Bard points out.
Mr. Bard also warns that it
will be risky for a farmer to count
on any increase in market
prices
of feed grains. As cooperating
growers receive payments which
represent grains from Commodity

naturslly, Ii means
anIKIKOne retratarseont
On, Kentucky elad /1 also
means a boar., Iernr.nt
economy for Keolotley. Ewa
lw the bressieus moaning
pours torn. KK5.000.000

oft nertuctrr's Konen'
Waugh twos. Unreal sod
owckases. Chr turning
industry is can at tn.
Largisst contributors to
Kentucky's teaIsk winitnns
oovesior

CS.Una= 16.14141•111101.11k.
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iDECORATION DAY

4st pill

It)R

Build-up roofing, Shingle roofing,
Roofs repaired and painted.
I have tried so hard to see each and every one of
you personally, but if I have missed seeing you it was
because of the short time I had to canvass the County.
Please accept this as a plea for your vote.
My past experiences and constant contact as a person working with and for the people of Fulton County,
I feel that I am qualified to render you the service needed with the best of spirit and without any strings attached.

YOUR SUPPORT IS EARNESTLY
SOLICITED AND WILL BE
DEEPLY APPRECIATED

KAREN DUBLIN—

Valedictorian At
Water Valley School

DEATHS
Melville Leon Rhodes
Leon
Melville
Services for
"thodes, 81, 201 Holman Avenue,
Wednesday,
who died at noon
May 10, 1961 at Haws Memorial,
vere held Sunday at 3 p. m at
he First Baptist Church. Rev.
irtiett Miller, the pastor, officiatmi. Burial by Whitnel Funeral
Home was in the Cuba Cemetery.
Honorary pallbearers were the
ictive and retired Deacons of the
irst Baptist Church and the
,
members of the Every Ready Sunlay School Class.
Mr. Rhodes was employed as
ruirts salesman for the Bob White
Motor Company for many years
aid retired from this position in

Miss Sally Ann Pirtle was the
valedictorian of the eighth grade
graduating class at Water Valley
School. The commencement exercises were held at 8 p. m. on
Wednesday.
There were nine graduates—
October 1958.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Ora Winters Rhodes; two daughters, Mrs. Cecil Arnold of Fulton
and Mrs. Novelle Moss of Gainsville, Va.; six sisters, Mrs. Lena
Mathis, Mrs. Lula McAdoo, Miss
Bertie Rhodes, all of Mayfield;
Mrs. Joe Henderson, Evansville,
Ind.; Mrs. Carl Fagan, Union City
and Mrs. Litt Griffith of Clawson,
Mich.; a brother, Marvin Rhodes
of Mayfield.

(Conthitied from Page 1)
dreams were crushed by Fulton
County High in the last two seconds of play and we had to settle
for the standard phrase of "Maybe next year." Still we were proud
of our good team and of its 12-10
record for the year
The last two months of school
consisted mainly of silly but funny fads. Water pistols, paper
wads, yo-yos and firecrackers
were used in waves of popularity.
Senior Day at Murray State
College is one memory to be cherished for a long time. We had so
much fun on the campus and later
Shirley Anne Bard, Sally Ann Pirtle, Carolyn Ann Weaver, David
Michael
Clapp,
McCoy, Joe
Danny
Barnes, Gary Latham,
Cookie and Jimmie Chipman.

at the lake and all decided that
college life was definitely great!
And mentioning college brings up
the thoughts of which college to
attend, which had the best courses
and which one would be the right
one for each of us. By now, many
have already been accepted by
their colleges and many more
have their applications in and have
high hopes of being accepted.
Toward the end of the year,
bossiness picked up around FAS
once more, and we finally got our
loug-sought-for revenge on South
Fulton Two of our loveliest girls
took the top places in the Miss
Jaycee Beauty Revue while 8F1118
*My placed one in the top three.
One of the most wonderful memories for many FHS students is
the Spring Formal at the Strata
Club last week. Given by several
of the seniors, it was really •
wonderful dance and was a lot of

fun. We almoet wish we could
have one every night!!
Now as we look to the near future, we see graduation—the end
of twelve long hard years of work
for the seniors. It is something
which we have hoped and longed
for all year and now It is Just
around the corner. There will be
many regrets, such as "Why didn't
I study harder and make better
grades while I had the chance".
and "Just think, we will never
again do all of these things together"

a

THE CURTE RISES on a new Era in

MAI 10
The Fabled
Tree House'
.

The Wild
Arsinal Rate,

Marbro Drive-In Theatre!
We are pleased to have been chosen
to rebuild and re-work the
concession stand and the highway
entrance sign. ... and to have
furnished WARREN'S paint.
Drive out to MARBRO this weekend and see

1

NEW ERA OF MOTION PICTURE
ENTERTAINMENT IN FULTON!
They were
shipwrecked on
a jagged reef
and flung
ashore on /
a strange
land! /

CONGRATULATIONS to the new

However, we all will look to the
future and hope for better things
in the coming years. As we enter
college and the business world,
we will turn the things we have
learned during our school days
into good use and we will always
carry with us a precious memory
of the good times we have had as
students of Fulton High School

THE CURTAIN RISES
ON A
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"SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON"

DORON COLLEY
Building Contractor
Plain Street
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BEST WISHES TO FULTON'S
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MARBRO

Motion Picture EntertainmentIn

WALT DISNEY'S‘,

FULTON

DRIVE-IN THEATRE

Friday Night May 19th 6:30 P.M.
Featuring - the completely re-modeled
mat•PAHAVISION

(Formerly Fulton Drive-In)

Marbro Drive-In Theatre
(Formerly Fulton)

Highway 45E
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You'll find all nationally-known candy bars at the beautiful
new concession bar.

"We are proud to become a part of the civic, cultural and business affairs of Fulton
and pleased with the opportunity to serve and bring to you and your family the
finest in motion picture arts for your entertainment."
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Sincerely,

E. D. MARTIN

ROY E. MARTIN

We are happy to bring you one of the finest fam ily pictures of the year as our opening attraction:
Starts Friday, May 19th

„ ENJOY CANDY AT IT'S FINEST
WHILE YOU ENJOY THE SHOW"
— Distributed by —

FREE - Orchids for the 1st 100 ladies -candy and favors for the children!

MARTIN THEATRES

D. C. LOVELACE, JR.

Dedicated to Community Service

ALABAMA

GEORGIA

FLORIDA

NEON

TENNESSEE KENTUCKY

Congratulations I

To Fulton's new Marbro

Drive-In! May we continue to serve this fine organiza-

NASHVILLE, TENN.

_ _ _ FIRST SHOWING IN FULTON _ _

tion. Drive out with your family this weekend and see
"Swiss Family Robinson".

'Swiss Family Robinson'

Lighting For The New Marbro Theatre By:

(In technicolor)

— specializing in —
• Neon lighting
• Electric motors
• Ben Hur Freezers
• York Air conditioning and
heating equipment

CASHION'S

EAST STATE LINE STREET

FULTON

FREE

Chewing gum for the kiddies
Orchids to the first 100 ladies
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